Progress and peril: the role of ICT companies in promoting
and curtailing human rights
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Abstract
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development highlights the centrality of
mobile devices hold great potential to help meet the Sustainable Development
companies. Any strategy for the use of ICTs to promote human rights and
development must acknowledge that private entities develop most ICTs. Such

taken steps to provide greater insight about how their actions affect human

using ICTs. These technologies pose particular threats to privacy and freedom
more broadly without fear of reprisal. This article outlines the human rights
risks of increased use of ICTs and offers a framework for private sector and
government actors to mitigate them. While acknowledging the real and potential

diligence in evaluating companies’ commitment to human rights when choosing
: information and communications technology; human rights; freedom
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I. Introduction
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development sets forth an ambitious plan
to profoundly improve the lives of people around the world. By including an

upon the right to equality and non-discrimination and the right to participate in
public affairs.4
The 2030 Agenda highlights the centrality of information and communications
technology (ICT) to serve as a catalyst in enacting this vision of development.

support and amplify these efforts.
The 2030 Agenda employs an instrumental view of ICTs and the private sector;
reach and impact. The Agenda does consider the rights implications of the
take into account how technology companies themselves can secure or subvert

governments can and do balance these rights with other interests in accordance
with international human rights law.5

This article focuses on the intersection of the ICT sector and human rights. It

5

A detailed legal analysis of the limitations of these rights falls beyond the scope of this article.
190

practices were developed of a company’s own accord or in response to national
laws. These companies have the greatest impact on the right to information and

participate in public affairs.
It then describes several norms-based frameworks to foster greater accountability

struggle to enforce laws that aim to regulate wealthy and powerful multinational
violate or facilitate the violation of human rights. The last section of this
article offers recommendations for companies and for governments who seek
to push companies to better respect their users’ human rights. The conclusion
II. How ICT Companies Can Put Human Rights at Risk

7

It acknowledged

a more digitally connected world.
The council also highlighted the critical role of companies in ensuring that people

Fostering freedom online: The role of Internet intermediaries
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8
9

for their ability to open new spaces for

state actors can surveil or censor communication and suppress the rights of
people across the globe.
the laws of the countries in which they operate.
requests. Apple’s resistance to decrypt an iPhone in response to a court order
Internet intermediaries make public policy through decisions about what they

The global war for Internet governance
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their content.
As

must confront the fact that discrimination and inequality occur online as well.
many positive effects of the Internet.
doctored photos

to prominent feminist bloggers like Anita Sarkeesian and

harm. These companies have faced criticism for their response to threats against

20

.
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the information society: A report by the Broadband Commission Working Group on Broadband
and Gender
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.
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New Yorker
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alone respond to it.
the company’s struggle to counter abuse and harassment on its platform.22
Technologically mediated violence against women inhibits women’s ability to

23

They
document instances where rules established in proprietary digital systems impact
24

manage their professional and personal relationships online.25
While gaming or social media platforms can make technical and design decisions

to serve as blunt political weapons that undermine the political and civil rights of
en masse

Pakistan’s troll...
22
Buzzfeed

.
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Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication
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Information, Communication & Society
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Internet control...supra note 24.
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27

network shutdowns that violate international human rights law.28
have deployed the tactic for far more quotidian reasons. The Algerian government
29

and

before a local wrestling match.30
but they also offer a cover of darkness for further human rights violations.
by blocking and removing online content. States can request ICT companies

all messages was deleted.
can censor content when
governments compel them; they can also remove or block content that violates
their own policies. Users whose actions do not align with the policies of such
32

operating systems and the app stores through which most mobile users download
company retains discretionary control over the third-party apps available
27
keepiton/.
28
29

Rehttp://www.reuters.com/article/us-algeria-media-

uters
.
30
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unpopular speech.33
evaluate apps or enforce their policies.

companies generate revenue by collecting and aggregating information about
their users and sharing it with advertisers. Such collection and sharing of data

information for a year.34
awareness of surveillance has demonstrable chilling effects on speech.35

Yet the proliferation of user information online means that
seemingly innocuous data points can be aggregated and analysed in a way that
are ill-equipped to protect people’s privacy.37
III. How to Hold ICT Companies Accountable
rights norms and principles have arisen to address these concerns. While corporate
(providing an account for measures undertaken) and enforceability (punishment
33
34
35

Ibidem.
Ibidem.
Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly,
New York University Law Review
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Entities of the UN have
acknowledged that businesses face obligations related to human rights. Efforts
38

that arise when laws do not adequately protect human rights.39
40

obligation to provide remedy for individuals whose human rights are violated. The
among governments and businesses with regard to human rights. This approach
has faced criticism because it lacks the legal force of a binding instrument like
a treaty.
align corporate actions with human rights. But they do offer a structure through

for the principles.42
report their progress to a publicly available database.43
38
IDS Bulletin,
Business and Society

Amicus Curiae
Review
39

Global Commission on Internet
Governance Paper Series
https://www.cigionline.org/publications/corporate-accountability-free-and-open-internet.
40
Journal of Human Rights and the Environment
42

Guiding principles on
framework

http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/
.

43
http://www.
ungpreporting.org/.
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Principles.44

respect for human rights in the face of increasing government pressure to engage
in censorship and surveillance.
They
include commitments to narrowly interpret government requests for content
45

to provide transparency into their implementation of the principles. Every two
each company complies with the principles.
by individuals who represent various perspectives and operate under different

its decisions represent consensus among various types of participants.
framework that evaluates how ICT companies have met their human rights

44

ICT sector guide on implementing the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
.

45
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the industry accountable; only member companies are assessed.
access to user information addresses only one facet of the challenge to protect

in company terms of service or privacy policy documents.47
in ways that contravene human rights. While governments increasingly order
telecommunications companies to shut down mobile and Internet access or
themselves also design product features and develop policies and processes that
can put human rights at risk. Companies determine how they respond to reports

and activists. To provide greater clarity on the role that companies play in this
to evaluate ICT companies and their public disclosure related to policies and
48

https://www.globalnetworkinitiative.org/news/global-network.
Corporate accountability..., supra

47
note 39.
48
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and to release annually after that. By publicly evaluating companies against

can use to hold companies accountable for their respect of these human rights.

hinder the company from performing well. This helps to clarify where advocacy
where such efforts could be more effective when directed at policymakers and
others to adapt and analyse.49
ICT companies face increasing pressure from governments to act in ways that

innovative efforts to push companies to heed their human rights responsibilities.
These efforts do not operate under the force of law or regulation; rather they
harness the power of norms to promote accountability where the law has failed

for human rights on other fronts.50
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Just business: Multinational corporations and human rights
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IV. How ICT Companies Can Better Respect Human Rights
This article has described the human rights risks associated with ICTs and traced
the development of global frameworks to hold ICT companies accountable for
can take to ensure that this increased access does not compromise users’ rights.
A. Clearly communicate company policies to users
ICTs make it easier for users to communicate with each other across time and
service and privacy policies. These policies dictate what users can do on the
and retention of user information. Companies require users to agree to these
terms; anyone who disagrees with them has little option but to avoid using the
it creates the illusion of consent.52
publicly available and provide translations in the languages commonly spoken
documentation of changes to these policies.
Laws sometimes require companies to act in ways that put human rights at

laws and what that compliance means for users.
information from their users. Users should be able to understand what information
about them the company collects; when and how it collects that information;
whether the collection is optional; what information about users the company

from
pdf.
52

Global Commission on Internet Governance Paper Series
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access their own information; for how long the company retains information
about users; and whether and how it destroys information after users delete their
accounts or cancel their service.
B. Institutionalize human rights commitments throughout the company

a whistle-blower program through which employees can report concerns related
commitments even when leaders come and go.

assessments are particularly salient when companies plan to enter new markets

their technologies.
While it would be counterproductive for companies to publish all details of their
53
several companies disclose information

its subsidiaries’ involvement in political repression in Belarus and corruption
54

53
54

https://business-humanrights.org/en/ngoalleges-teliasonera-contributing-to-repression-in-belarus
https://
business-humanrights.org/en/ngo-alleges-teliasonera-pulls-out-of-eurasia-market-because-of.
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public statements supporting users’ rights in relation to legal developments
55
The
human rights in the divestment process and provide recommendations to the
operating companies’ current and future owners on how to manage and mitigate
human rights impacts.
C. Provide transparency on the extent to which companies restrict content
and release user information
Companies should improve transparency regarding all types of third-party
requests they receive to restrict content or share user information. These include

to real-time user information to police a social movement. Such transparency
reporting on government requests for user information has already become a
had issued at least one transparency report disclosing a range of information
share user information.57
how to respond to requests.
volume and nature of content and/or accounts that companies themselves restrict
when enforcing their terms of service. While best practices regarding the optimal
55
http://www.teliacompany.com/en/newsroom/news/
islation-in-moldova/
http://
; Telia
Company
.
Available from
rights-impact-/.
57
Available from

.
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should engage with stakeholders to determine what information related to terms
of service enforcement would bolster trust and accountability.
D. Enable users to keep themselves secure

They should also publish educational materials to help users mitigate security
will be vital to ensure that users understand the risks and vulnerabilities they

58

and has been used against a human

potentially others. Apple developed and issued a security update within days of
learning about it.59
to fully encrypt their content in a way that companies themselves cannot access

be accessed by the desired recipients.
E. Provide grievance and remedy mechanisms for users

remedy processes should be more prominently available to users. Companies
should more clearly indicate that they accept concerns related to potential or

58
a software update to defend against the attack.
59
days used against a UAE human rights defender. Citizen Lab
.
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need to protect its users.
F. Engage with policymakers for changes that will help companies better
respect users’ rights

and ICT companies can work with governments to address human rights and
countries prevents companies from engaging in transparency reporting around
government requests for user information. Companies should work with civil
society advocates and responsible investors to convince national governments to
appeals while remaining vigilant about regulatory capture and ensuring that their
and open Internet.
V. How Governments Can Help ICT Companies Better
Respect Users’ Rights
Within
Some operating environments lack fundamental governance tools such as respect

recommendations for ways that governments can advance users’ digital rights.
A. Assess the human rights impacts of laws

A honeypot... supra note 22.
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Countries can adopt distinct intermediary
230 of the Communications Decency Act generally shields intermediaries
and from liability that stems from company decisions to remove content in
accordance with their own terms. These protections mean that companies in the
United States are not legally pressured to monitor the content on their services
they do so).
Intermediaries in the United States do not receive such broad immunity for
liability. Companies are generally not liable if they unknowingly host material
available. While the law enables individuals whose content is restricted to protest
of the request and risk a lawsuit. Legitimate content can end up being censored

liability regimes where intermediaries are responsible for content that appears on
their platforms.

Fostering freedom...
Ibidem.
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accepted framework that calls for very limited liability for companies. As a
these standards to identify areas where laws can change to better protect users’

or the

Lengthy retention periods can pose security and surveillance risks to users. The

Surveillance.
international human rights law to modern digital surveillance and articulate the

B. Provide transparency on requests for companies to restrict content or
share user information
This article has referenced the transparency reports that many intermediaries
publish to disclose the volume and nature of requests they receive to restrict
content and/or release user information. While this reporting sheds light on the

ciples.org/.
http://www.oecd.org/Internet/ieconomy/privacy-guidelines.htm.
https://aspe.hhs.gov/report/records-computers-and.
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providing it can engender greater public trust in government activities related
to law enforcement and national security. The coalition’s report provides
70

VI. Conclusion

ICTs are provided by private companies that establish the rules by which
that such roles should fall under the purview of separate institutions. It also
described. Several accountability mechanisms have arisen to address these gaps
in governance. As the standards set forth by these mechanisms become more
companies play in human rights and will be better positioned to pressure them

designing national plans for communications infrastructure and services that use

access mechanisms into such databases. When choosing private sector partners

https://www.freedomonlinecoalition.com/wp-content/up.
70
interception of user information and use of surveillance devices. Sweden’s government reports
statistics annually about interception and collection of user information. The British Interceplance-related statistics.
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been violated.
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